
Détail de l'offre : Operating and buying Agent

Partenaire EAS International Group
Ville Shanghai

Référence 21D1618989386
Titre Operating and buying Agent

Description du poste As an operating agent, you will work at organizing and follow up the transportations of
goods on Asian area.

MISSIONS
- Negotiation of airfreight rates
- Registration of order taking.
- Implementation of the airfreight transport procedure.
- Follow up transport operation by updating clients and partners for each step of the
transportation.
- Negotiate price and optimize solution of transport with partner.
- Collect and check the necessary transport documents
- Administrative monitoring of all files, from the creation of the mission to invoicing the
client and paying the agent.
- Support commercial development in China

Type de contrat Emploi
Description de la société EAS International Group is a company specialized in urgent transportation to handle

operations in industrial fields such as automotive, electronics and aeronautics.
One of the specificities of EAS International group is its flexibility associated to an
expertise of our teams available 365 days a year so as to design, propose and implement
customized, dedicated or pooling logistic solutions, which fit with specific requirements
of our customers. We cooperate with major industrial companies which have needs in
"just-in-time" transportation.
EAS International is part of HERPORT Group which is specialized in General Cargo.

Services
* Urgent Road transports
* Combined transports airfreight/road > Door-to-Door (including export / import customs
formalities)
* Very critical shipments > On-board courier and air-taxi services
Our Strengths
* Teams available 24/7
* Customized solutions with the best lead time / cost ratio
* Securing and specific follow-up of shipments with information in real time
* Worldwide network with EAS branches, HERPORT Branches and confirmed partners
networks.

Localisation 上海 Shanghai
Pays Chine 

Profil recherché SKILLS
- Communication
- Flexibility
- Administrative capacity
- Rigorous
- Technical
- Sales

LANGUAGES
Mandarin & English fluently
French is a plus

REQUIRMENTS
Need to have experience in logistics or/and customs operations (Minimum 3 years).
Need to be flexible: 2weeks / month you’ll be requested to have night and week-end shift.
If you are interested, please send your application with the following subject name

https://www.francealumni.fr/


(Application “Last Name” – “First Name”– Operating Agent)
Expérience Expérimenté (3-10 ans)

Langues Anglais


